Technology Will Change the Way We Learn

Emerging technologies are transforming the way we work. New sets of skills are in demand, and the way we learn needs to keep up. We surveyed 3,800 business leaders globally to discover how workforce education is evolving.

97% The belief that tech will change the way we learn by 2050 is universal.

56% Leaders say schools will need to learn how to learn rather than what to learn to prepare for jobs that haven’t been created yet.

59% For many, new learning models, such as MOOCs, peer-to-peer bootcamps and Massive Open Online Courses, will replace university learning.

49% 50% of tech workers are already undertaking formal learning to develop new skills and digital skills.

46% Agree
54% Disagree

Business leaders are split on whether their employees will learn on the job with ABC/BC.

Prepare Your Business for the Future

The leaders surveyed are united in the need to transform, and provided tips on how proactive businesses can prepare their workforce for 2050:

79% Business leaders recommend teaching all employees how to code and understand software development.

85% Companies suggest, signing, prioritisation, training and 99% of employees a digital guide and strategy; giving employees an economic incentive to learn skills for the future.

54% Many companies are already providing digital training for all their staff members.

49% Business leaders encourage peer learning across generations of workers.